	
  

English 2060:
Animals in Literature

	
  

Fall 2015

Section L02: 9:25-10:40 TR

Email:
erin.breaux@solacc.edu
Phone:
(337) 521-5966
Office:
302-H Devalcourt

Instructor: Erin M. Breaux

Welcome!
I hope to challenge, support, and
interest you in your study and
appreciation of literature. Be willing to
wrestle with complexity—I’ll often
prompt you with questions, not always
answers. Give the reading your best
mindset, and let me know when you
need help. Let’s laugh and learn
together!

Office Hours:
8:25-9:25 & 12:05-1:35 TR
9:30-11 & 6-7 MW Online
Make Appt Here:
calendly.com/erinbreaux
{Video Chat available}
Canvas Site:
solacc.instructure.com

Course Description
English 2060 is an introduction to the techniques of critical reading with emphasis
on theme and various genres. Students will explore various literary movements,
conventions, and styles. Course content may vary by semester.
In this section, we will focus on a selection of literary texts (film, novels, graphic
novels, poetry) that use animals as symbols, voices, characters, or inspiration. We will
analyze the texts to see how they work as literature, what they teach us about animals,
what they reveal about humans and our relationships to animals, and how they provide
entry to various social issues and ethical questions involving animals. We will reference
cultural ideas and texts, interdisciplinary research, and recent news on animal issues,
connecting these to the literary works.
Ultimately, the literature this semester will help us better understand our personal,
cultural, and ethical relationships with animals, and it will encourage us to reevaluate
how we (humans and animals) inhabit each other’s worlds—both real and imagined.
You will also hopefully become more comfortable approaching different literary genres.
Equiva lent to CENL 2323 Introduction to Literature
(Louisiana Statewide Common Course Catalog)
Pre-Requisite: A grade of “C” or Better in English 1020

Course Outcomes

	
  

As a result of successful completion of this course the student will be able to:
1. Demonstrate an understanding of literature and literary traditions through close
readings of primary texts
2. Situate texts within their cultural and historical contexts
3. Distinguish and analyze literary forms, their conventions, and significance
4. Trace thematic and stylistic connections across authors, works, and forms
5. Cultivate an understanding of interpretive methods and literary terminology and
apply them through both formal and informal written analysis

Texts/Materials
* Unsa id by Neil Abramson.
ISBN: 1599954095.
* The Tusk Tha t Did The
Da ma ge by Tania James. ISBN:
385354126.
* The Grea t Divorce by
Valerie Martin. ISBN:
0375727183. {Note: This text is
not in the bookstore. Buy on
your own ASAP.}
* The Bees by Laline Paull.
ISBN: 0062331175.
* Printing of other online
course texts (required for class)
Fa ilure to purcha se/ receive
books is not a n excuse for
missed or la te a ssignments.
Neither a re computer
problems.	
  

	
  

Course Methods
Essa ys, Projects, Exa ms: Projects (essays or presentations)
normally require analysis and interpretation, and are centered on
primary texts, critical works, contemporary culture, and/or
cultural background. Some may have multimodal, collaborative,
or creative components. Exams test understanding, application,
and connections re: key historical concepts, literary terms,
authors and works, and themes.
Rea ding, Responses, Quizzes: You will read—varying in length
and difficulty—for almost every class period. Stay on top of the
schedule, and don’t wait until the last minute or there’s a good
chance you won’t be able to finish. You also want time to take
notes while reading and reflect post-reading. Quizzes may be
given at any time. Reading responses and other informal
assignments are intended to give you space to explore and spur
class discussion—these may take a variety of forms. In-/out-of-class
work may be collected and/or graded at any time. Always come
with the texts under discussion, and be prepared to share any
work you have done.
Pa rticipa tion & Attention: Class sessions may include short
lectures, discussion, group activities, in-class writing, etc. You are
expected to engage and offer your ideas about what we’re
reading/discussing—my literature classes are interactive and I do
want to hear from you. Doing non-class-related activities (you’re
smart enough to know what this includes) during class is rude
and distracting to your instructor and classmates. You have my
full attention; I expect yours, or your professionalism grade will
take a hit. Of course, when distracted or absent, you also miss
out on important information, practice, and points. You also
miss the rich conversation that occurs among different readers.
Open Minds & Respect: Know that literature often deals with
difficult or controversial topics, so expect to discuss a variety of
perspectives. Being courteous with each other even when you
disagree is paramount. Everyone should feel comfortable to ask
questions, express opinions, experiment, and interact. You
should also expect that some aspects of the course will be
challenging—embrace the learning process.

	
  

Resources
Ca nva s: Find everything you need here. The resources
posted here are for your benefit—don’t ignore them. You
can set preferences for when you want to be emailed, and
you can use the calendar feature to see assignments across
your courses. Download the app for your phone or tablet,
too! solacc.instructure.edu. If you have a Canvas problem,
use their Help feature at the top right of your screen.

Your Instructor: Email me, make an appointment, come
by office hours. Please follow the expectations for email and
appts (pg. 3) so that we can be most productive. If you need
more help than can be provided during office hours, I may
suggest outside resources or the student success center
tutoring to help you. Use calendly.com/erinbreaux
Progra ms/ Apps: Dropbox, Google Drive, and Office 365
all allow you to back up files and sync across devices. Office
365, Google Docs, or Open Office have free composition
and presentation software. iAnnotate and Goodreader are
great tablet apps that allow you to take notes directly on
PDF readings. These are all free. If you need a ccessibility
programs: http://www.w3.org/WAI/users/browsing
Disa bility Services: 521-8907. I will happily honor your
needs, but I must have official documents beforehand.
Please talk with me privately.
Libra ry: 521-8927. The library has many in-house and
online resources that you can use, including librarians!
www.solacc.edu/library
IT: 521-8940. Support for problems with Lola, email, or
campus WIFI.

Technology: Research shows that taking notes by hand
exponentially increases your ability to understand and
remember, and that devices also negatively impact students in
their vicinity. If you still want to use a laptop, please sit in the
back row. I reserve the right to prohibit laptops if I see them
being abused rather than used effectively.
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Course Policies & Expectations
It is your responsibility to keep up with gra des (on Canvas)
throughout the semester. Don’t become concerned too late.
Feel free to talk to me when you’re confused or would like
more specific feedback. Grades are only based on quality of the
work turned re: the assignment guidelines, not on effort, time
spent, nor grade “needed” for _____ reason. You earn your
grade. P.S. Try to focus more on the learning. J
All major essays/projects are submitted electronica lly on
Canvas. Email or hard-copy will not be accepted. Ma jor
a ssignments include guidelines and grading criteria so you
know what is expected and important. I grade holistically on a
+/- system (97 A+, 93 A-, 87 B+, 83 B-, etc) but you can see
what areas were stronger/weaker. Grading times vary, but you
will know your grade on a major project before having to turn
in the next (posted via Canvas).
La te essa ys have a half letter grade (-5) deducted per day and
are not accepted after one week, and incorrectly submitted
essays are subject to penalty. Talk to me beforehand about
individual extensions, which are at my discretion. I do not drop
any major assignments or curve any grades. To be fair, if I offer
extra credit, it is to the entire class, not individual students.
Informa l work (in/out-of-class responses, group activities
quizzes) is worth 10-25 points each and totaled together for
average. Neatly handwritten is fine. If you put in effort, you’ll
get credit and this will help your overall course grade. These are
updated each week. I give one freebie per semester (10 points
added at end of semester). Rea ding responses will not be
accepted late since they have a due date window cued to texts.
In-class work may only be ma de up if I am given valid
documentation of illness, family emergency, military activation,
or school-sponsored activity within two class periods after the
absence. Appointments, work, or trips are not excused. With
an unexcused absence, you lose any in-class points. You also
can’t just turn in all assignments from afar—this is not an
online class. No make-ups for latecomers or early exits. If you
have a child issue, just talk to me.
Pla gia rism of any sort may result in a 0 for the assignment. A
second case will result in an F for the course. Familiarize
yourself with examples of academic dishonesty. When in doubt,
ask me!

Grade Breakdown

	
  

Your course grade will be
calculated as follows:
Comparison Essays:
20%
Multimedia Project:
20%
Reading Responses:
25%
Informal Assignments: 25%
Professionalism:
10%

When a bsent, you are responsible for finding out what you
missed from Canvas or a classmate. I don’t teach encore classes.
You know what’s due from the weekly assignments posted—if
you’ve done out-of-class informal work due but will be absent,
email it or send a picture by class time to get credit; and do not
wait until the next class period to catch up, but instead come
prepared. Absences, valid or not, don’t relieve you from
fulfilling the requirements of the course—it is your
responsibility to know syllabus and guidelines, communicate,
and make arrangements asap. Students who miss many classes
never do well—trust me! In event of crisis or longer absence,
email me as soon as possible. Don’t go MIA.
Your professiona lism grade will take into account your level of
preparation and engagement (being absent obviously means you
can’t show this). I also adhere to the idea of “mental absence”—
doing something non-class-related—which will, therefore, factor
into your participation grade. Your three check-in grades during
the semester (Weeks 1-5, 6-10, 11-15) will be averaged.
Committed students normally do not have a problem
maintaining an A or B average in this category. Refer to
“Professionalism Rubric.”
Office hours are your chance to get individual attention while
we have whole class and small-group instruction during course
times. Make an appointment if you want to talk to me about
your work or other college issues. Please note that I won’t edit
your draft, give you a potential grade, look at it too close to the
due date, or discuss a grade the same day it is posted. I will
expect that you have consulted resources from class/Canvas
before meeting or emailing me. Ema il should be respectful and
timely. Include a subject, name yourself, and be specific.
Eva cua tion procedures and gra de a ppea l process follow the
current College Catalog.

Rea d the “Gra ding
Guide” on Ca nva s.
It expla ins—with
exa mples—collegelevel expecta tions,
rubrics, a ca demic
dishonesty, a nd
revision policies.

Grading Scale
Your final grade will
follow this scale:
90 – 100 = A
80 – 89 = B
70 – 79 = C
60 – 69 = D
0 – 50 = F
English 2060

	
  

Core Questions

	
   	
  

To help guide us this semester, we will ask the following over-arching questions as we read and discuss:
v How do culture, literature, and media represent animals and their voices—our society now and
other societies throughout history and across the world? What issues are revealed and
complications born from these representations? What do they show about our shifting
attitudes, norms, and practices (and their origins) toward animals in society?
v What do these imaginings tell us about animals themselves? What kinds of communities do they
form? What kinds of emotions, ethics, and consciousness do animals have, and what are the
implications of this information? What kinds of rights should animals have, and how do we
determine this?
v What do these imaginings tell us about the human condition? What do they teach us about
ourselves (our values, fears, desires, capabilities, limitations, cruelties)? What do we learn about
the relationship between humans and animals? Why are we so drawn to them, and what
obligations do we hold? How do we negotiate the different kinds of relationships (symbol, food,
entertainment, commerce, companion, prey, competition/pest, medicine, religious icon)? What
distinguishes wild vs. domestic or human vs. animal? How do we determine this, and what are
the consequences?
v How successful are these texts from literary, political, and empathetic standpoints? How do
animal representations change from children’s to adult literature? Do certain genres or media
express the human and/or animal voice more effectively? In what ways can and should art and
activism intersect? How can different disciplines (philosophy, law, zoology, sociology,
psychology) help us understand animal literature, animals themselves, and human-animal
interactions in new ways?

Schedule
Week 1: Intro to Human-Animal Studies
Weeks 2-3: Short Stories
Weeks 4-5: The Bees
Week 6-7: The Great Divorce
Week 8: White God (film)
Weeks 9-10: The Tusk that Did the Damage
Weeks 11-12: Unsaid
Week 13: The Rabbi’s Cat (graphic novel)
Weeks 14-15: Project Presentations
** Detailed schedule is posted on Canvas. **	
  

The sylla bus a nd schedule a re subject to cha nge, a nd a ny
cha nges will be a nnounced a nd posted. You a re
responsible for noting a ny cha nges.
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Engl 2060 Course Content (Breaux)
Weeks/Units
Week 1

•
•
•
•
•

Weeks 2-3

•
•
•
•

Topics
Syllabus
Intro to Assignments
Literary Elements
Human-Animal Studies
Background
Brief History of Animal Lit &
Activism

•
•
•

Activities & Readings
Student Introductions
Mini-Lecture
Small Group & Class Discussion

•
•

Assessment
Personal Animal Encounter
In-Class Writing

Human/Animal Boundaries
Human/Animal
Transformations
Animals as Symbols
Animals in Folklore &
Mythology

•
•
•

Mini-Lecture
Small Group & Class Discussion
Short stories

•
•

Discussion Leading
Reading Response

Weeks 4-5

•
•
•

Individual & Community
The Animal Perspective
Bees in the Ecosystem

•
•
•

Mini-Lecture
Small Group & Class Discussion
The Bees by Laline Paull

•
•

Discussion Leading
Reading Response

Weeks 6-7

•
•
•

Zoos & Captivity
Women & Animals
Animals in 19th Century

•
•
•

Mini-Lecture
Small Group & Class Discussion
The Great Divorce by Valerie Martin

•
•

Discussion Leading
Reading Response

Week 8

•

Shelter/Stray Problems & BreedSpecific Legislation
Animals in Global Societies

•
•
•
•

Mini-Lecture
Film Viewing
Small Group & Class Discussion
White God

•
•
•

Discussion Leading
Reading Response
Comparative Short Essay

•

Weeks 9-10

•
•
•

Exploitation & Wild Animals
Animal Poaching Controversies
Emotional Lives and Social
Rituals of Elephants

•
•
•

Mini-Lecture
Small Group & Class Discussion
The Tusk that Did the Damage by
Tania James

•
•

Discussion Leading
Reading Response

Weeks 11-12

•
•
•

Domestic Relationships & Rights
Animal Research Controversies
Primates

•
•
•

Mini-Lecture
Small Group & Class Discussion
Unsaid by Neil Abramson

•
•

Discussion Leading
Reading Response

Week 13

•
•

•
•
•

Mini-Lecture
Small Group & Class Discussion
The Rabbi’s Cat by

•
•
•

Discussion Leading
Reading Response
Comparative Short Essay

•

Graphic Novel
Animals in Religion &
Philosophy
Humor

•

Various Topics

•

Post-Presentation Discussions

•

Student Multimedia Projects
(shared in class and turned
in)
Quote Design Page
Return Animal Encounter

Weeks 14-16

•
•

English 2060
“Animals in Literature”
Fall 2015
Readings Discussed (ON Class Day)
WEEK 1
Tues, Aug. 18
Thurs, Aug. 20

WEEK 2
Tues, Aug. 25

Thurs, Aug. 27

WEEK 3
Tues, Sept. 1

Thurs, Sept. 3

WEEK 4
Tues, Sept. 8

Assignments Due (BY Class Time unless
otherwise indicated)

Introduction
Introduction to Syllabus & Class
Student Introductions
“Working with Literature”
Reading Response Guidelines
Short Fiction: Boundaries, Transformations, & Myth
Intro to Human-Animal Studies
Brief History of Animal Literature & Activism
Culture Group Activity & Discussion

Canvas: Personal Encounter (Informal)
Short Stories Reading Response Forum Opens
(Mon, Aug. 24)

(In “Short Fiction” PDF on Canvas)
Angela Carter, “The Company of Wolves”
Amy Bender, “The Rememberer”
Robert Olen Butler, “Jealous Husband Returns”
(In “Short Fiction” PDF on Canvas)
Julio Cortazar, “Axolotl”
Bruce McAllister, “The Girl Who Loved Animals”
Karen Russell, “Reeling for the Empire”
(In “Short Fiction” PDF on Canvas)
T.C. Boyle, “Dogology”
Rosalie Loewen, “The Boto’s Child”
Kij Johnson, “Fox Magic”
Novel 1: Animal Communities, Conformity, & Risks
The Bees (Chap. 1-11)

Discussion Qs:

Short Stories Reading Response Forum Closes
(Fri, Sept. 4)
Discussion Qs:

The Bees Reading Response Forum Opens
(Mon, Sept. 7)
Discussion Qs:

Thurs, Sept. 10

The Bees (Chap. 12-22)

Discussion Qs:

WEEK 5
Tues, Sept. 15

The Bees (Chap. 23-33)

Discussion Qs:

Thurs, Sept. 17

WEEK 6
Tues, Sept. 22

The Bees (Chap. 34-Epilogue)

Novel 2: Gender, Captivity, & History
The Great Divorce (Chap. 1-19)

The Bees Reading Response Forum Closes (Fri,
Sept. 18)
Discussion Qs:
The Great Divorce Reading Response Forum
Opens (Mon, Sept. 21)
Discussion Qs:

Thurs, Sept. 24

The Great Divorce (Chap. 20-31)

Discussion Qs:

WEEK 7
Tues, Sept. 29

The Great Divorce (Chap. 32-42)

Discussion Qs:

Thurs, Oct. 1

The Great Divorce (Chap. 43-50)

The Great Divorce Reading Response Forum
Closes (Fri, Oct. 2)
Discussion Qs:

WEEK 8
Tues, Oct. 6

Film: Global Animals, Strays, & Adolescence
(We will view in class)
White God

White God Reading Response Forum Opens
(Tues, Oct. 6)

Thurs, Oct. 8
WEEK 9
Tues, Oct. 13

White God
Novel 3: Exploitation, Rescue, & Wild Animals
The Tusk That did the Damage (pg. 1-48)

White God Reading Response Forum Closes (Fri,
Oct. 9)
The Tusk Reading Response Forum Opens
(Mon, Oct. 12)
Discussion Qs:

Thurs, Oct. 15

The Tusk That did the Damage (pg. 49-104)

Discussion Qs:

WEEK 10
Tues, Oct. 20

The Tusk That did the Damage (pg. 105-165)

Discussion Qs:

Thurs, Oct. 22

The Tusk That did the Damage (pg. 166-221)

The Tusk Reading Response Forum Closes (Fri,
Oct. 23)
Discussion Qs:

WEEK 11
Tues, Oct. 27

Thurs, Oct. 29
WEEK 12
Tues, Nov. 3
Thurs, Nov. 5

WEEK 13
Tues, Nov. 10

Thurs, Nov. 12
WEEK 14
Tues, Nov. 17

Thurs, Nov. 19

Novel 4: Animal Professions, Research, & Rights
Unsaid (Chap. 1-5)

Unsaid (Chap. 6-12)

Discussion Qs:

Unsaid (Chap. 13-22)

Discussion Qs:

Unsaid (Chap. 23-Afterword)

Graphic Novel: Art, Religion, & Prejudice
(PDF on Canvas)
The Rabbi’s Cat (Part 1, pg. 1-46)

Rabbi’s Cat Reading Response Forum Opens
(Mon, Nov. 9)
Discussion Qs:
Discussion Qs:

(PDF on Canvas)
The Rabbi’s Cat (Part 3, pg. 95-142)

Rabbi’s Cat Reading Response Forum Closes
(Wed, Nov. 18)
Discussion Qs:

No Class Meeting
Project Conferences As Needed (In my Office)

Canvas: Personal Encounter Redux (Informal)

THANKSGIVING – NO CLASSES

Thurs, Nov. 26

THANKSGIVING – NO CLASSES
Student Presentations of Projects
Multimedia Projects

Thurs, Dec. 3

Multimedia Projects

WEEK 17
Tues, Dec. 8

Multimedia Projects

Thurs, Dec. 10

Unsaid Reading Response Forum Closes (Fri,
Nov. 6)
Discussion Qs:

(PDF on Canvas)
The Rabbi’s Cat (Part 2, pg. 47-94)

WEEK 15
Tues, Nov. 24

WEEK 16
Tues, Dec. 1

Unsaid Reading Response Forum Opens (Mon,
Oct. 26)
Discussion Qs:

Multimedia Projects

Canvas: Quote Design Page (Informal)

